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NORTHEASTERN WISCONSIN ANTIQUE POWER ASSOCIATION TRACTOR PULL RULES
WEIGH-IN 9 am---11:15 am
DRIVERS MEETING AT 11:30 am
*ENTRY FEE: $20:00 PER TRACTOR, PER CLASS, PER HOOK

1. Tractors in Antique Class must be 1957 or older with natural aspiration, using no shift-on-the-go. Any
tractor in question as to year of manufacture must have a serial number in proper location and easy to
read. Tractors must have stock blocks. Tractors having a serial number or parts to make a newer tractor
appear legal will be disqualified. OEM type fenders are required. Speed limit 3.5 MPH. Antique tractors
pulling Stone Boat limit to 1st gear only.
Antique Tractors will be divided into the following weight classes: 3000, 3500, 4000, 4500, 5000, 6000,
7000, 8500, pounds. There will be NO Oliver 88's, Farmall M's, or Massey Harris 44's below 4500
pounds.
1.

PURE STOCK FARM CLASS: Weight: 4250, 5250, 6250, 7250, and 9250. No Suitcase
weight brackets allowed. Only wheel weights or factory stock weights in factory
designed location(s). Stock drawbar and stock RPM'S. Open to any tractor, does not
have to be 1957 or older. No altered tires in farm class. Speed limit 3.5 MPH.

2. Maximum tire sizes: 3000-4500-13.6". 5000-15.5". Tractors in 6000# or over are
limited to 18.4" max., unless tractor was factory equipped with larger tires. The
Tractor Pull Committee will make the final decision.
3. A 1 % overage will be allowed on weight of tractor.
4. Anyone caught tampering with another person's tractor will be disqualified from
pulling.
5. Tractors must always be operated safely. Speed must not exceed 3.0 Miles per hour on
club grounds.
6. The order of pulling will be determined by the Track Committee at the pullers meeting.
7. While pulling, the driver must remain on the seat, if so equipped, with at least one
hand on the steering wheel. No jumping or bouncing will be allowed.
8. Rigid drawbar must not exceed 18 inches in height, and be a minimum of 18 inches
from center of rear axle.
9. Extra weights must be securely fastened to the tractor. Weights must not interfere with
hooker or hook-up. Anything that falls off the tractor before the pin is pulled, will
result in disqualification. Track official to make the final decision.

10. Original steel wheels will be allowed to pull. Steel wheels shall pull last in the class.
One set of original equipment extension rims is allowed.
11. DRIVERS MUST BE 14 YEARS OF AGE OR OLDER. TRACTOR DRIVERS
TRAINING CERTIFICATE REQUIRED. DRIVERS MUST BE 16 YEARS OF AGE,
IF NO DRIVING CERTIFICATE. (DRIVERS 14 THROUGH 18, MUST HAVE
WRITTEN PARENT CONSENT FORM.)

12. Engine speed must be controlled by the throttle lever and a functional stock governor only. No
strings, wires, foot feeds or excessive rpm's are allowed. Random rpm checks will be performed.
13.Any gas-operated tractor must use GASOLINE only.
14. Tractor must pull in first gear only on stone boat.
15. If at any time, part of the tractor goes out of bounds, the pull distance will be measured from
that point.
16. Tractors must stop immediately upon red flag signal from Judge, or will be disqualified. If
track judge stops a puller for any reason, the puller takes the distance from where they are
stopped, except if it is within the first 25 feet, the puller is entitled to a restart.
RESCALING IS REQUIRED BEFORE PULLING IN YOUR CLASS.

